American Academy of Orthotists & Prosthetists
Publication Acceptance Criteria

Books will be considered for placement in either the Academy’s online bookstore or recommended reading section based on the following criteria. Please consider the following points when submitting or reviewing a publication for the Academy.

Scientific publications relevant to the orthotics and prosthetics field may be eligible for acceptance if the publication provides useful information to the field and at least one of the following points is met:

1. The publication is evidence based.
2. The publication is technical in nature and scientifically related to orthotics and/or prosthetics.
3. The publication provides either current data or a concrete historical base.

Publications that are not scientific in nature but are related to the orthotics and prosthetics field will be accepted if the following criteria are met:

1. The publication is related to orthotics and prosthetics with a personal or anecdotal approach.
2. The publication is well written and professional in nature.

Why should the Academy consider this title?
Provide a brief summary of what makes this publication unique or special.

The review process can take up to 8 weeks.
The Publications Committee responds to all submissions in writing.

Note: Inclusion in either the Academy’s online bookstore or recommended reading section does not indicate preference or official endorsement by the American Academy of Orthotists & Prosthetists.